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A compact explosively-driven, metal-to-metal t:rr-
tact, SIolicldielectric switch has been developed fok
use as a low-resistance, < 10-M(.,lo~inductance,
< 10-nH, crowbar switch. A 100 milligram high-explosive
charge is used to extrude a 0.090-in. plate through
0.040-in. polyethylene and achieve a hard currenc cort-
tact with a 0.625-in.-dIaneter die place. The closure
time, from the signal, which Initiates the charge, to
beginning of current rise .n the switch, is 11.()~sec
* 0.3 ~sec. In
ried 180-330 U
maec.

crowbar application the switch has car-
which decays with a l/e tlm? of = 1.2

Design Development

experimental machines in lASL fusion re-Oae of the
mearch, known as the “Toroidal Z-Fir,ch”device,
required the use of a fast-acting, metal-to-metal type
switch for use in a low-inductance crowbar application.
The space available in the machine geometry where these
switches were to be installed was extremely minimal;
consequently, these switches had to be desigl:edas small
●elf-contained units, quitzlunstiilar to a previouslY-
used exploding foil switch. The foil switches, while
being desirable iur some applications, require, auong
other features, large and elaborate clampfng mechanisms,
complex individual capaci~ance discharge systems, and
general environmental necessities such that their use
In our ●pplication seemed Impracclcal. Uur attention
vas therefore directed toward altemace energy sources
to perform the switching action, i.e. to the usc of high
explosives. It was obsened that while the exploding
foil switch does not use a powder charge pe= se,,ic
nonetheless m~kes use of expanding gases, not too unlike
● powder disr.barge,to perionn scs function. in this
sence only the two switching actions may be considered
mimllar. It was also observed that the use of high ex-
gloeivcs would not only provide us environmental flexi-
bility, but would also offer a much wiier range oi ex-
plosive characteristics from which to choose. For ex-
ample, the weight and type of powder charge could be
varied and selected for the desires speed of burning
and energy potential. Shaped charges could be used de-
pending upon whether more penetration of the discharge
vsu considered necessary (a la “}[on@e Jet” principal).
Theac were a few of the factors chat led to the develop-
ment and ultimate use of the detonator switch about to
be discussed.

‘l’hebasic action required in switches of this type,
vhether foil or detonator, involves the deformation of
metal. This deformation, however, mlsc be done in an
extremely sophisticated manner and the one best versed
in this field is the explosive rcetal-formingindustry.
tinmiderable literature is available on the subject of
explosive metal forming and we found that the techniques
applied here cuuld be almost directly applied to our own

. . .. . requirements. Further study in this field also revealed
that of all the energy sources for high-velocity forming,
the use of high explosives is perhaps the most versa-

tile.2 In the”lighc of the explcsivc-forming business
then, w have what is called a typical explosive work-
ing Uyetem. In order for such a system to operate suc-
cessfully it”’mst embody the following features: (1) an
●xplosive charge; (2) an energy tranamittel medium; (3)
● dic plate; md (4) a work piece.

Within our frame of reference [see Fig. 1)
plosive charge is a Type RF-2 detonator manufact
Reynolds Industries of California. It is of the
miniature variety, 0.200-in. diameter and approx
0.450-in. locg. There are two explosive chargea
tained in this unit weighing approximately o+ m
first charge is low-density PETN located adjaien
the gold bridge wire initiator. This type charg
extremely fast burning, which In turn ignites a
high-density charge of tetryl wh:ch acts as a hi
energy booster. The manufaccurcr of these decon
provides a rigidly controlled crystallization pr
of the explosive and loading operation. Charge
is controlled through consist=,,cyof crystalline
ture and precision weighi~g. The result is a de
with a tran.su{ssiontine simultaniecy of t 25 M
“energy transfer medium” is a material used noc
transmit a fast uniform shock wave, but also act
efficient coupling agent. The most efficient me
for such purposes would be some Incoaipressible1
such as water or oil. Both these ~terials, ~hol
ideal, would be difficulL to contain in our part
geometry without fairly elaborate sealing method
Hence, our second choice material, paraffin, is
agent currently in use. Tileparaffin is premold
fit the conical void between the detonator and t

piece, or driven plate as we caU it (Fig. 1;.
“die plate” In our system is in the shape of a w
~de of 6061-16 aluminum alloy, and although thi

is replaced ai:er each sk,ot,its use performs an
tat dkal f~~=~on. It G=: ~iJ] “~h~r~~” s1.-GG
tion of the dr~-Jenplate, but it also acts as a
currel.tjoint c~~e. The “work piece” in our sya
a piece of liOWG aluminum and 2s deformed by th
panding gases in such a manner that the “die pla
“driven plate” ..zeIntkately forced together. 1
2 shows the bcf:!reand after explosion condition
explanation of the explosive action is as fallowl
detonator is as.;enbledin the breech block with ,
open end exteu,::xg within the conical taper sect
The pre-molded p~raifin pluq which acts as the t:

fer medium is ‘:henpressed into the taper sectiol

iS extremely I,r’>ortantthat the front end of the
nator is act~,li.:~imbedded within the paraffin ●,
the coupling c::;cctbetween the explosion and th~
fin is thus :crt fully assured. The rear of thg
tor 1s closed (Y.ivith a steel backup clug (sea 1
This 31ug is il:-:~;rlately slotted to provide pal
for th:!brid~c ,I:e leads, but it also prevents i
ceagivc loss G: .-~?losivepressure out the back.
the dctonatcr ; fired, the incldcnt shock wave (
in a spherical .nner through the transfer-medlu
rial. A Unifc:::?ressure front then exerts itsa~
the axca of dr;;cn plate as liaircd by the b.asa{
the conical ta:;.}rsection. It is Importanl:berm
a thin film of ;;~casebetween the transmit[:in~w
and driven place to more effectively cou?le tha t
front and driv.?the ~late. The O-ring, immediati
o’-tsidcthis CAru.1,serves to contain the explosi~
antiprevent an%’lateral pressure loss. As the UI
px’essurewave I 4CS the sl~:faceof the driven p.lal
bending and cx:.risingcction takes place forcing
plate mtcrial iirst against the anvil piece, wh~
current contacl:is initially madq then into the c
plate where it becomes imbedded it,the annulus b(
the die-plate Wusher and the anvil. This action
the polyethylec~einsulator in the process and acl
cauaem it to flow out-of-the-way and ahead of :h~
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compact explosively-driven, metal-to-metal COn-
olid dielectric switch has been developed for
m low-resistance, < 10-Mfq low-inductance,
, crowbar switch. A 100 milligram high-explosive
is used to extrude a 0.090-in. plate throllgh
n. polyethylene and achieve a hard current con-
th 8 0.625-in.-dianeter die plate. The closure
rom the signal, which initiates the charge, to
ng of current rise in the switch, is 11.0 ~sec
Beco In
0=330 M

crowbar applicaclor,the switch has car-
which decays with a l/e time of ca1.2

Design Development

experimental machines in LASL fusion re-t of the
known as the “Toroidal Z-Pinch” device,
1 the use of a fast-acting, metal-to-metal type
for use in a low-inductance crowbar application.
:* available in the ~cliirle geometry where these
~ were to he installed was extremely minimal;
!ntly, these switches had to be designecias small
~tainedunits, quite unsimj.larLO a previously-

1 The foil switches, while~lodlng foil switch.
!slrablefor some applications, require, among
!atures,large and elaborate clamptig mechanisms,
individual capacitance discharge systems, and
environmental necess ,ties such that their use
~pplicationseemed lmpractzcal. uur attention
‘eforedirected toward altenate energy sources
mm the switching actiono i.e. co the usc of high
‘es. It was obsened that while the exploding
,tchdoes cot use a powder charge pex se, it
ess makes use of expanding gases, noL too unlike
discharge, to perform its function. In this
ly the two switching actions may be considered
It was also obsemed that the use of high ex-

would not only provide us environmental flw.i-
but would also offer a much wider range oi M-
characttristics from which to choose. For ex-
he weight and type of powd~r charge could be
nd selected for the desired speed of burning
gy potential. Sh&ped charges could be used de-
upon whether more penetration of the discharge
tdered necessary (a la “Mor,Ne Jet” principal).
re a few of the factors that led to the develop-
ultlmate use of the detonator switch about co
used.
baaic &ction required fn awicches of this type,
Foil or detonator, involves the deformation of
rhis deformation, however, must be done in an
v sophisticated manner and the ono best versed
field is tho ●xploelve uecal-forming industry.
lbla literature is available on the subject of
h ❑etal forming ●nd we found that the t~chniques
aera could be almost directly applied to our own
mtsc Further study ir this field also revealed
U1 tha ●nergy sources for high-velocity forming,
~f high ●xplosives is perhaps the moat versa-
[CItha”light of the axplcsive-fonuing business
Sava what is called a typical ●xplosive work-
Im ~fn order for such a system to operate suc-
r it ast ●mbody the follovlng featuras: (1) an
~ charge; (2) ●n ●nergy transmittal medium; (3)
~ta;●nd (4) ● work pieca.
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Within our frame of reference (see Fig. 1) the ex.‘~
ploslve charge is a Type W-2 detonator manufactured b:‘~
Reynolds Indusr,riesof California. At iS of the sub- A
m.lnlaturevariety, 0.200-in. diameter and approxhatel: ‘
0.450-in. lo~g. There are two exploslvc charges con- ~
tained in this unit uei~hing approxiwtely bw ~g. Tht .7
fizst charge is low-density PETN located adjacent to ~
the geld bridge wire initiator. This type charge is
extremely fast burning, which in turn ignites a second
high-density charge of tecryl which acts as a high-
encrfgybooste~. The manufacturer oi these detoriacors
provides a rigidly controlled crystallization process
of the explosive and loading operation. Charge density
is controlled through consistency of crystalline struc-
ture and precision weighing. The result ts a detonator
with a transmission tine simultaniety of z 25 nsec. The
“energy transfer medium” is a material used not,only to
transmit a fast uniform shock wave, but also acc as an
efficient coupling agent. The most efficienc material
for such purposes would be some incompressible 11~.lid
such as w.ter or oil. Both these materials, thou~n
ideal, would be difficult to contain in our parricdar
geometry without fairly elaborate sealing methods.
Hence, our second choice material, p~raffin, is the
agent currentLy in use. The paraifin is premolded to
fit the coni~l voM between the detonator and the work
piece, or driven plate as we call ic (Fig. 1). The
“die place” in our system is in che shape of a washer
made of 6061-16 aluminum alloy, and although this piece
is replaced after each shot,its use performs an impcr-
taat dual fi.iuzkm. It LG: ~id~ “sharas” ‘::&&-b:;:’; -
tion of the dri-~enplate, but it also acts as a suitable
current joint ei~e. The “work piece” in our system is
a piece of 1100--0aluminum and is defcrmed by tile ex-
panding gases in such a manner that che “die plate” znd
“driven plate” +.reInttitely forced together. Figure
2 shows the bcfnre and after explosion conditions. An
explanation of che explosive action is as follows. The
detonator is .~~-;enbledin che breech block vith its
open end exteci:.ng within the conical taper section.
The pre-molc!ed?&raffin PIUS which acts as the trans-
fer medium is ‘;henpresstidinto the taper section, It
la extremely ir:?ortantchat the front end of the :eto-
nator is actudi:/ imbedded wi~hin the paraffin since
the coupling c:~ect between the explosion and the ?il,raf-
fin is thus 2,CCEfully assured. The rear of ch~ de~gna-
tor is closed (Y;:with a steel backup slug (see Fig. 1).
This slug is ar-r:;riately slotted to provide passage
for th,?brid$jc “.re leads, but it also prevents an ex-
cessivo 10ss 0:’ ..x?losivepressure out the back. L-nen
che dctonatcr : ~ iired, the incident shock wave expands
in a spherical .nner through the tcansfer-medim mate-
rial. A unifcz~ pressure front then exerts Itseli on
the area of dri~cn place :.sliaitcd by the base area o
the conical cap>r section. It is important here to ha ?
a thin film of ;;rcasebetween the transmitting med~.w ‘~
and driveu place to more effectively couple thz shock ‘-”
front and driv+>the plate. The O-ring, immediately ‘

~

o’”.tside this a=ca, sentes tv contain the explosive for >
anu prevanc any lateral pressure 10ss. AM thn uniform ‘“
pressure wa’$fi‘.‘es the surface of the driven p.late,a “~.
bending ●nd ex!”.ri$aing ~ction takes place forcing the ~
plate uterial first a’ linst t’~eanvil piece, where
current contacc is ini.lally f~dq then into the dic
plate where it becomes imbeddod in the annulus between
the die-plate msher and the anvil. This action @hears
the polyethylene insulator in the process and act~ally
causes it to ~lw out-of-the-way and ahead of the
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advancing metal of cbe driven plate. The anvil, made
of hardened sceel dnd ol]enedwich a tl]rough-hule,nut
only provides for the esscnti~l venting oi the die area,
but also acts as a bumper which stops the driven-plate
material in the restrictive fashion as shown, after
initial current contact. The metal-to-metal contact
thus made is extrenely tight, comparable perhaps to a
“press-fit” condition found between various rachine ele
ments. This contact completes the swithcing act’.onbe”
tween the positive and negative potentials as s!iownin
Fig. 2.

Uhen experimentation was originally started on the
development of this detonator switch, some of the ini-
tial tests co~lduccedwere Influenced to some degree by
prior design criteria which J.adbeen used on the explod-
ing foil swirches.3 It soon 5ecame &pparent that this
influence, though not without ❑erit, was just not appli-
cable to detonator use. Consequently a new set of pa-
rameters had to be established and new lore developed.

Where the most efficient die geonetry used in the
foil switch wasa slot,itvas not so with rhe detonator.
The slot configuration did appear soccewhatfaster in
closing time, but the end effect, or the part at the
●nd of the slot, did not fully close and presented a
very marginal current contact and was found to cause
arcing when the current was switched. This and other
limitations of the slot geometry led to the adoption of
the circle as a more ideal die-place geometry where the
circle’s circumference became the effective length of
current-carrying surface. Since the detonator shock
uave expands in a spherical manner, the constraint of
the circular hole geometry thus became ideal for assur-
ing a uniform current contact on thin surface.

Additional lore was established after several
Bhots were fired with the detonator in direct contact
tith the driven plate. This procedure, though effec-
tive with foil switches, was disastrous for the detona-
tor switch. We simply blew a hole clear through the
lrivcn Dlate and disintegrated the very material we
lecded to perform the switching action. fiter further
!tudy of explosive-fo~ng references, we concluded
hat “contact operations” would not achieve our ends
}ut rather the application of “stand-off” techniques
nmld be more effective.

The terms “contact” and “stand-off” operations are
limply the two main divisians used by the explosive
~tal-forming industry. “Contact” operations are those
rhere the explosive charLe is located directly, and in
wnt~ct with, the work piece. The “stand-off” opcra-
ions are those where the charge is placed some dis-
ance away from the work piece and the optimum distance
way is some junction of the diameter of explosive
barge. The most desirable condition in our case is
‘iththe front end of the detonator at 0.100 in. from
he driven plate, together with a 45° angle in the
reech. This combination results in the most auicable
eformation of the switch plate.

First Design

Due to space limitation as mentioned previously,
ur first design was co incorporate this switch with a
hrough bolt being used to hold the transmission lines
Dgether. Such an arrangement is shown in Fig. 3 where
he witch was designed in a coaxial umner and as can
B seeng it includes the necessaty place constraints aa
111 as the required switching characteristics. Uhilc
he design was found to be workable, subsequent measure-
mte showed Its inductance as too excessive co warrant
En further development.

The calculated inductance, asstitingthe switch to
L made up of SIIM1l“infinite” (Fig. 4) sections, was
5.7 nH. The inductance ❑easured was u 37 IIH.

With the test circdt (Fig. 5) the switch carried
I to - 12S M with a l/e decay of 600 ~sec with negli-
lble ●rcing. The closure time is defined ae tha time

from the beginning of current to the detonator bridge
wire cd the beginnirq oi current in che switch, an’.iwa:
12 ~suc t 0.5 *sec. Figure 6 shows a current trace oi
the crowbar current. The peak current in the crowbar
was 277 IQ and the current being switched in the load
was 170 M with an ‘.!edecay time of 600 ~sec.

In the ideal (ase where the crowbar is assumed to
k&ave no Induccanre and resistive effects are neglected
the peak crowbar ~urrent is exactly double the current
in the load. In the actual sicuaticlnan accurate des-
cription of the switch capability includes two current:
(1) the current in the hdd at the time of crowbar
switch closure, and (2) the peak current the crowbar
switch carries. Furthermore, the decay time of the
current in the load is also an important parameter
called zhe l/e decay time or L/R time where L and R
are the inductance and resistance respectively .?fthe
crowbar switch and load-cirucuit loop. Still referring
to Fig. 6, notice that at about 300.Gsec there is a
discontinuity. This is presumably the point at which
the switch began to bum. The 170 M was much less
than the expected 300 *A we were hoping to achieve.
Although this was discourag~ng, it did provide very
valuable information as to the maximum energy density
we could hope to achieve with this switch when working
in the range of l/e decay times cf 1 msec. Further,
It provided the needed information to extrapolate the
stitch design and meet the switch requirements.

For the time of interest, i.e., up to the point
the switch starts to burn, 300 ~sec, the current IS of
the form

Where, Fig. 5,

L/R -
‘2

and

Io-marlm mrerage crowbar current.

Before the equation cmzld be plotted, a determination
of the four parameters, l., u, L/R, E/r, had co be made.
By careful examination of the oscil.logram,u was meas-
ured . Between about 200 ysec and 300 ~sec, the sec-
ond term is absent from the equation due to ignir~on
cut-off. By taking careful measurements of relative
current amplitude and time at two differer.ctimes, L/R
could be found by the following equation:

l’hiuequation assmes R, the resistance, in the crow-
bar loop to be constant. This is not true because of _
the skin ●ffect, however, it is a reasonable approxi- :
matlon and for the purpose of this calculation will be ~
assumed. Since che current was measured with a cali- ~
brated Rogowsti loop, 10 could be determined. The con. ,-
stant l/r was determined by f~tting the equation to th L
data. We can mow calculate the total en-rgy dissipate H
in the switch up to the time it started tu burn. Usin ~

3.- 2s8.5 M D

9-1.84 x 105 ,

R/L -1.67 x 103 ,

●nd
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r/L = 1.72 X 105 ,

fe have:

pt

300 paec
!,

/(
Ioe

-R/L t
-10 cos @ e

-r/l

7
r, dt ,

0

‘-r’ ‘neck‘-2R’L‘-2 t Cosut‘-m’kr”) t.
“o

+ 1: coa2 Wt e )-2 r/t t R ~c

s
●

lote:When the energy is actually calculated, one finds
hat the last two terms actually contribute less than
1.5Zto the total energy, when t - CO.

E = 50 joules, assumes R~ = 10 @ ,

Energy densi~y = 12.5 joules/cm .

Second Design

The foregoing calculations served as a basis for
second and much improved design. This concept, known
D tk transmission-plate design and the one currently
n use, is shown in Fig. 7. As will be noted, this
rrangement is without the through-bolt constraint
eature, and though the bolt omission allows some plate
sflection in this area, due to magnetic field pressure,
t 8?ssnot considered great enough to cause concern. By
ti:t:~ tkz :C:t, “=2::=rczblc :0 build :k: c=$:;h
Lrectly into the transmission lines as shown. Several
iditional features were also introduced at this time.
Y changing the thickness of the driven plate from
,062 in. to 0.090 in., its penetration into the die
late was greatly improved, thus doubling the energy
lsuipation of this joifit. The diameter of the hole
z the die plate was enlarged by 20%, thus increasing
to current carrying capability. Additional venting of
~e ●nvil and die-plate areas furti.ershortened the
Ffective closure tiue by eliminating excessive back
resaure~ Difficulties with the breech design led to
:s further refinement through the study and use of
trious materials. Cold rolled steel was first used
it errosion and compaction of this material, due to
Ia detonator explosion, increased the hole size or
learance around the detonator to such an extent that
Icceeding shots resulted in faulty reproducibility.
l~sten alloy and tool sttel were tried, but severe
;acking and continued errosion was observed. The ma-
!rial presently in use is AISI 4340 steel- heat treat-
1 to approximately 250,000 psi. It appears to be
:rong enough and yet not too brittle to contain the
rploaiva pres~ure without cracking. The errosion prob
tmwam eliminated by using a small steel sleeve fitted
‘ound the detonator body. When the detonator fired,
LC●rrosion occurred on the inside of the eleeve only.
Pusing a new sleeve on ●ach shot the breech material
-ins cmentinlly unaffected.

Furthm refincmen~s that were Incorporated include
mt=acting c~nstrainer yokes for both breech block
da and ●nvil aide, thus allowing r>pid ‘-place=nt
d reassembly of parts. Suitable dies were designed
●conomically form che driven-plate pieces as well
dia. for casting the conical paraffin slug. Elec-
ical contacts to the detonator lead wires were ●im-
ified, requiring only “banana plug” type connactiona
the breach ●ammblia.

Tests were performed on this design and the fol-
lowing ‘ondltions bwrc observed. A current of 28C M
in the load was crowbarred with subsequent LIRG 1.2
msec with no burning of the contact points, Fig. 8.

Switch Inductance. Referring to Fig. 5, careful
measurement of the period of the circuit ringing with z
Ll only and Ll + ~s ~+ L only, with a calculation of -fd

~~, L, was determined to be

Lp.48~ ●

L could be determined from the ripple on the crowbar
c~?rent signal. Using the following equation and Fig.
9,

The inductance
was determined
ante is in the

of the crowbar and transmission lines
to be 7.2 nH. Since much of the lnducc-
transmission lines, the inductance of

the crowbar must be on the order of

‘CB
=2-3nH. ●

Switch Resistance. A high resistance was connect-
ed directly across the transmission places and the volt-
●ge was measured with a Pearson current transformer. The
bottom trace, Fig.10, shows the voltage across the
switch. Notice that at about 200 Wsec, V - 0 at this
time, and;

L; = IR

from the crowbar current trace about ~ was estimated to
be 1.9 x 108 P../:c:c.At this time I = 1.7 x 105 A. Us-
ing rhese figure~ .utd2.5 x 10-9 H for the inductance,

~=2.8pJl .

~$h-Voltage Hold Off. The in-plate transmission-
line switch was assembied on a test stand and connected
to a 50-kV capacitor. The capacitor was charged to
various voltages, the assembly was pulsed to a maximum
of 42 kV and the switch fired. Each pulse the closure
time was measured to determine the efiect of the voltage
on closl~g time of the switch. Figure 11, top trace,
shows the high-voltage pulse being switched soue 9 Lsec
after it comes on. The bottom trace shows the current
in the detonator bridge wire. On the low-voltage, hi,;h-
current tests the average closure time was TC = 11 ●sec
f 0.3 ksec. With 42 kV on the switch, the closure c~ac
isIaffected and the closure tine is shortened 2.0 ksec,
Fig. 12.

*lusions.—

A compact metal~ta-ct crowbar switch that 19
activated by a small explosive charge ( - 100 mq W)
has been developed. Tbe switch has a closure time of
11.0 vsec t 0.3 psec, with 0.040 in. polyethylene inso-
lation. Both the resistance and inductance arc very
low, R < 3 W(W and L ~ 3 nli. The switch will crowbar a
load current of 330 M vith a l/e decay time of 1.2 msec.

Due to the current doubling effect of crowbarring, the
switch carries G 600 U on a short-time scale, iiever,~l
tens of K6ecg Although the switch-closure time is
ellg;tly affected when it has high voltage on it, in
crowbar use the v ltage is Mmall at switch closure.

9
[n

the cuae of ZT-1, a magnetic ●nergy-storage s:’stemic]-
poses ● fast, high-volta~a spike (6&80 kV; few tenth~~
of a LLGm long) on a load i“llotied by a fast-rising
current (rise cim of 0.1 #see) which rings with a eott
of cusine wave (the period is 40-60 wsec). The crowbar
●witch was ideal in this cam because it enabled crowbar
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Df che load current 3.0 I-SCCafter the high-voltage
eplht, +Cili within 95S of peak current.

This ~Kit.:hhJS bcun dc~’clo;cdus~I:L but a single

Jeconatur. It Is not inconceivable, however, that con-
siderably higher currents could be switched simply by
uatng cm or mre siailar detonators in the sue systems
Bnd firing ehca in paralle lc is also possible to use
ocher detonators having higher and faster powder charges,
thus larger currenr contact areas could be effectively
used.

While c’esignedprimarily as a crowbar switch, the
detotitor-swltchlng accion has also been used in other
Bwltch funcclons where low resistance and low induct-
mce is ● requi emenc.
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